
Desking
Size
Desking comes in several sizes- what is the work space requirement of your user and will the desk comfortably occupy the 
space allocated?

Shape
Desks are available in Rectangular and Radial (L shaped) options. Radial desks have several advantages in addition to 
providing a larger working area for a user- They can come together in multiples to form desking pods and also can make 
good use of a corner space. The extended area of the desk can be on the right or left hand side to allow for a range of layout 
options.

Leg Style
We have two options for a user to consider. A cantilever leg will give a fresh modern look and provide easy access to the 
area beneath a desk, a Panel end design has a more traditional, classic appearance for an "all wood" look. 

Pedestal Storage
Pedestals come in three main types which each have speci� c bene� ts. Which of the 
following types best suits your needs?

Desk High
A Desk High Pedestal will extend the working area of a desk by 400mm. Desk High Pedestals come in two depths- 600mm 
and 800mm. 600mm versions are for use on the handed side of a Radial desk giving a further extension of the surface. 
800mm versions are for use on the non-handed side of a Radial desk, or either side of a rectangular desk as these are all 
800mm deep.

Under-desk 
Under-desk pedestals � t neatly beneath the working area therefore not extending the working area if there is a limited 
footprint to work within. There are two types of low and a tall version to choose from.

Fixed 
Fixed Pedestals are to be attached to the underside of a desk, not only neatly working within the footprint of the desk but 
also leaving the � oorspace beneath them available.

Steel Storage and other Storage
Outside of the workstation, there is a variety or storage products to choose from for 
your working environment. Please consider the following.

Wooden Storage 
We have a selection of storage products available to compliment our desking range. Wooden Filing Cabinets, Bookcases and 
Cupboards will provide a solution to all storage needs.

Steel Storage 
Providing a strong, durable and reliable storage solution for any requirement. Filing cabinets come in 2, 3 and 4 drawer 
options and in various � nishes. Traditional two door cupboards with a versatile range of internal � ttings and space saving 
Tambour door cabinets complete the range.
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